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Evolution of AMQP transaction support 

� Transactions in AMQP 0-10 

� Introduced local and (optional) distributed transaction modes 

� Transaction semantics associated with a session and fixed for its lifetime 

� Distributed transactions based on the XA specification from the Open Group 

� Transaction lifetime management, association and completion implemented as 

transport layer commands 

� Transactions in AMQP 1.0 

� Core messaging spec defines transaction lifetime management, association, 

and the completion protocol for local transactions 

— Implemented by transferring messages to a special coordinator target 

� Transaction semantics associated with individual message transfers 

� Distributed transactions specified as a optional layered protocol specification 

on top of the core messaging protocol 

� Aim to support multiple distributed transaction completion protocols including 

XA and OleTx 

— Protocol includes a capability negotiation scheme. 

� Includes support for transaction promotion from local to distributed 
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XA 

� Open Group XA Specification – defines API, not wire protocol 

� Completion protocol (prepare/commit/rollback) tunneled through AMQP 

 

 

 

� http://www.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/009680699/toc.pdf 
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OleTx 

� Native protocol of Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator (DTC) 

� Completion protocol (prepare/commit/rollback) out-of-band 

 

 

 

� http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc229116(PROT.10).aspx 
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OleTx illustration 
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Transaction promotion 

What is transaction promotion? 

� Scheme that allows work already completed in the scope of a local transaction 

to be promoted to a distributed transaction 

� Pay-per-play use of distributed transactions 

Example use-case 

� An app receives a message from a queue, processes it and sends a response 

message to another queue. There is a requirement for atomic processing. 

Local transactions would satisfy this requirement 

� However, occasionally, depending on the contents of the message received, the 

app may need to involve another resource manager in the transaction (e.g., a 

database).  

This requires distributed transaction support. 

� Promotable transactions allows the app to begin with a local tx and only upgrade 

if necessary to a dtx 

� Without promotable transactions, the app would need to use dtx at all times 
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Transaction promotion 

How does it work? 

� There are two variants depending on whether the distributed transaction is 

coordinated at the client side or at the broker side  

� Option 1: client side coordination 

� When the application determines that a dtx is required, it requests the local 

TM to create it, say DTX1 

� It then sends a promote message to the coordinator target specifying the id of 

DTX1 as the global-id 

� Option 2: broker side coordination 

� When the application determines that a dtx is required, it sends a promote 

message to the coordinator target specifying with a null global-id 

� The broker interacts with its local TM and requests it to create a new dtx, say 

DTX2 

� The id of DTX2 is returned to the client in the disposition corresponding to the 

promote message 
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Questions? 

 
 


